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Position 1 
ORAL DEVOTION

 
 

 
 lets first take a minute to truly understand, from an

energetic flow point of view, what oral sex is. It is
the pleasuring of another with your mouth: lips,

tongue as well as your breath. Your mouth is your
second sex organ. The second pair of lips. It is also

a cave. A place where you can be penetrated
through and give life through (your breath).The

mouth is a gateway for exchanging
information.  The mouth is also the place where you

communicate as well as breath from and nourish
yourself. It is the cavity from which you breath in
life- when you become the masculine force and

penetrate life. and then, you become the feminine
force when you inhale life in. Each breath in it of

itself allows you to have sex with the cosmos. With
one full breath you become both polarities and
unite with all in existence.  When we inhale, we

allow the universe to penetrate us, and when we
exhale, we penetrate the universe . The mouth is

also very strong. The jaw is extremely powerful and
we can hurt a person just as we can give them

pleasure,  and that is why oral sex is an extremely
vulnerable position. It requires full trust from the

receiver and also a lot of energy, focus and
sensitivity from the giver. 



Now, an oral act also has a sort of a religious or a
ceremonial aspect to it. When a woman (or a man)

goes down on his knees, opens his mouth to
receive the masculine force of life (the penis)- it is
quite literally,  like receiving a holy communion. It

is a highly spiritual experience. Like anything in
this world, the law of polarity takes place in this

act, but the dark masculine energy has destroyed
and distorted this ritual into one that humiliates

the woman, and instead of the man being the
divine giver, he takes. He feels entitled and not
divinely worshiped.  This is what we see in porn
today (and if you are honest you will admit that

most times you practiced this position it was done
with this consciousness. )When it comes to

pleasuring women, imagine this image: when a
man (or a woman) pleasures his woman orally-
licks and kisses the sacred portal- the pussy- 

imagine the posture of kneeling with your face all
the way to the earth, kissing the earth itself

through the portal of the woman. This is how the
man connects deeply to the mother. This is how

he worships her. How the masculine worships the
feminine. (remember, this is not about gender,

but about polarities). He literally 'eats' the juices
from the portal of life itself. Do you see why, from

this point of view, nutrition is also very crucial?
Why, in order to truly be initiated into the temple,
or just to live in your full power, you must choose

a powerful partner, who keeps their body as a
temple?



Why the juices you take into you, while pleasuring
them, are the same juices that nourish you. Not

just physically, but they will affect your throat- the
place where you communicate from. Where you

speak your spells from- words that you create into
reality. Can you see how this is all connected???
When we offer a blow job to a man we will focus

on Moving the energy from the tips of his feet up 
to his penis. We raise the man's energy and life

force from the most grounded place, and elevate
his soul to the spirit realm above. We, (the

feminine) elevate them, and they (the masculine)
in return- ground us down back into the earth. So,
when a man offers oral sex to a woman, he, as we

said- will ground her. 'Pin' her to the ground, to
the earth, to connect with the body of the mother

herself. He will worship her, be attuned to her
voice, speed,  and pressure. To the way she wants
and yearns to be touched and licked and sucked
and he will use his breath and lips and tongue to
pleasure and 'open' and awaken her portal. Her
sexual source of power, while she, awakens and
empowers his divine heart by raising the power
from his penis to his heart as she worships his

godliness. 



 
Position 2

IT'S A BLOOD BATH !
 

In the dark masculine world the menstrual
woman's blood has been looked at as something

vile. Something dirty. Even most women
themselves don't like the time of their bleeding
and are disgusted by their own blood. Yet it is

absurd because those who use sex for Darkness
and for baneful force, know the true power of

blood.Not only that they use a woman's
menstrual blood, but they also use regular blood
in a form of sacrifice, destruction and pain.When
we use a woman's blood we use the most sacred

substance on the planet and when we do so
wisely and correctly, we can create tremendous

amount of energy and manifest the reality around
us. Do you see now why this sacred sex magic
knowledge is so important to keep in the right
hands? Why my teachers from the temple have
ordered me to be extremely conscious, careful

and wise in how I share this knowledge? And with
whom?

 
The blood of women has been used by dark

magicians in horrific ways and for such horrific
intentions and is still used for controlling and
creating our reality.  We live in a prison reality

because of all this dark magic that is used against 



us, and is using our own sexual power to
manipulate our own psych. It is time we begin to
use the sacred blood to create heaven. To raise
the frequency on planet earth. Dark magicians

are still using torture, rape and even blood
sacrifice of women and children in dark rituals,

using sex and intense fear.
 

It is our mission to use love and blood- the right
blood- in the right way. Not the blood of death

and pain, but the blood of life and creation, with
divine intentions. This- is why shadow work is
vital also, so that we can be a clear vessel and

channel to work with these energies and to keep
our intentions as pure as possible, while working

with these powerful tools and knowledge. The
knowledge of the temple.

 
This ritual you are about to learn requires a

bathtub, one white candle and one candle in the
color of the magic you wish to perform. 

(you can learn more about candle and color magic
in my sex candle magic course on my website-

www.motherisrising.com)
 

You can also use  a few crystals that you are
connected with, I recommend black crystals in
the form of black tourmaline to soak up any
negative energy in the water as well as light-

colored like rose quartz to awaken love.



The menstrual woman will begin by meditating by
herself outside of the bathtub blessing the waters
that she's about to enter. She then we'll enter the

waters and sit by herself allowing the blood to
unite with the Divine water that she had just

blessed.You can have music that inspires you in
the background or simply have silence. (If you are

a single woman, soak in the water and imagine
your GOD-MAN uniting with you in the water and

preform the same ritual with him, in the astral
plane you choose to be together in. )The woman

will then invite the man to join her and he will
bear a gift for her before he enters the water that
she has blessed with her sacred blood. This will be

a symbolic gift of what they wish to create
together.  (what some dark magicians would call
sacrifice). We will call it a gift instead. This is an
offering you both make to the goddess. To the

Divine mother herself through the woman- which
holds the power of the mother within her.The
man will then enter the water and the Divine

couple will start with the sacred kiss and continue
as their bodies wish to continue. Listen to your

bodies - your heart and womb and allow the
sacred union to mirror your desired wish and 

intention of creation.
 

When you are done with the ritual take one cup of
the bathwater that you just had and speak your

Divine wish or spell into the water and then make 
 



 sure to pour these Waters out into natural
grounds.These waters are extremely potent and
powerfully blessed  with the power of the Sacred
blood of your union and love and now you have

also added your wish to it (your spell)- so you can
see what powerful magic this is.Of course,  it all

depends on the fact that you chose the right
partner and if you both are in the right state of

mind and pure intentions in your heart.



 
Position 3

WOMAN ON TOP
 

In the basic, yet most potent, sex magic position, a
woman sits on top of a man, on a chair, both

upright, facing each other. The man's purpose is 
to fill up the woman through the lower chackra,
giving energy to that area and raising his power

from his sexual region into her, fueled by the
power of his heart. The woman fills up the man
back through his heart, giving him energy back

there, after fueling it with her womb power, and
the cycle continues. Most are not aware of this

flow, and most men take energy, instead of giving
it to the sexual organs of a woman. When this

divine flow is not happening, both men and
women are exhausted after sex. Especially the

woman, because her life force is taken away, and
the energy of the man she has been with remains

inside of her being. She feels very heavy. It
influences her entire life. The man of course, is

also affected by this incorrect flow because he is
left depleted from all life force, wasting his power

with no purpose.
 

For the woman you see, energy rises up, from the
earth right up to the spirit world. That’s why the

lower chackra is so important for her. That’s
where all her energy starts to flow from. When a

woman is too busy with her everyday life.



When she is in surviving mode and has to take
care of all her physical needs alone, worried about

money and material stability, she doesn't feel
safe. She has no sense of security in the physical
world, and her lower chackra becomes weak. It
starts to pull energy down from the chackras

above it. The flow is reversed, going down instead
of upwards. It pulls life from the chackra above,
the chackra of creativity, and that chackra pulls

energy from the chackra above it, and so on and
so on. If the woman does not know how to fill her
own vessel with energy, eventually the energy is

taken from even highest chackras, like speech and
expression, and even the chakcras of spiritual

connection. She loses connection to her life force,
to the Mother, and to the upper dimensions and

the spirit world. She does not live in her full divine
feminine. In this state she is usually not attractive
to men, and she has no power to create anything.

 
For men, energy goes down. So, a man that is not
connected to his heart and has no power where

his life force is, in his heart. He has no energy left
to flow down to his sexual organs. So, when he's

having sex, it stays shallow and empty, giving him,
or his partner, no life force. Instead, it depletes his

energy. That is why most men are so exhausted
after they have sex today. They don’t use their

power source—their hearts.



With the right understating and intention of this
position, man and women can have an orgasm
together better, and they can even synchronize

their orgasms so that they happen at same time,
which will bond them spiritually into one soul. The

man feels with his heart more easily, and the
woman with her sexual center, and they unite!Sit
together on a chair with the woman straddled on
top of the man. (or the feminine partner on top of
the masculine partner). Breathe together as one.
Sync your breaths so that you inhale when your
partner exhales and vice versa.If you find your

thoughts scattered or you think about something
or someone else, simply bring yourself back
gently into this moment. Keep breathing in a

rhythmic way together. Women, place your hands
on the heart center of your partner's back, or you
can place one hand on the back and one hand on

the front- just make sure that  both are on the
heart center. Men, place your hands on the lower

back of your feminine partner. (the womb
area)Feel each other deeply. And, then, feel each
other even deeper.Allow the breath of the other

to enter you and to penetrate you fully. Breathe in
the Breath of Life your partner gives you, and fully

give your partner your own Breath of Life with
Love. YOU ARE ALREADY HAVING SEX. You are

penetrating each other with your breath. And the
breath is connected to your spirit.



You can keep your clothes on for the entire length of
this practice. This practice, when done enough times
and correctly, will show you that sex happens in any

given moment. Every breath we take in and out is our
divine Union. Penetration can happen in many forms.
Union can happen in many ways. It is all about your
intention and your feelings and emotions towards

each other and towards yourself.It is even best to do
this with clothes on for as much as you can, so that
you can fully reach the intensity and intimacy of this
practice. It is important to understand how to unite

sexually when you are in the highest vibration and in
the highest intentions. This practice gives you the time

to truly feel and know your partner on an energetic
level. It allows you the time to get to know yourself and

truly observe what your real intentions are beneath
your desire for sexual physical pleasure.It is best to

take the time every day for at least a month and
practice this with your partner. If you do not have a
partner, you may do this with a good friend because
this practice is not sexual. It is about sexual energies

and life energies and not about sex itself. You can also
do this practice alone, using your imagination and

breathing into your spirit lover, but it is highly
recommended to do it with a partner at first. It can be
anyone you love and trust and feel comfortable with.
Just make sure that you choose a partner that has the
polarity of energies that you do, meaning if you are a
feminine person choose a more masculine person to
be your partner, no matter if they are male or female.



If you choose to do this practice alone and you are a
masculine person, sit quietly on a chair and imagine
your goddess sitting on top of you. Feel her breath

entering yours, notice how you feel towards her and
towards this practice. Many things may come up—new
thoughts and memories, or emotions, or maybe fears.

Notice everything. Truly be with yourself in this moment
and allow yourself the time to go deeper within

yourself.If you are a woman choosing to do this practice
alone, you can sit on the chair with your face facing the

back of the chair, with your legs open and your body
supported and surrendered. Sit straight, as if you would
if there was someone sitting beneath you. You can also

lay down on your bed and use your imagination; sit
cross-legged on a pillow. Go deeper into your body and
feel every inch of your body opening  more and more 
with each breath. Inhale and receive inside of you the

loving breath of the masculine power. Allow it to
penetrate you with love. Notice all the thoughts and

feelings that come up. Notice all stories that might come
up, especially those regarding the masculine or your
own sexual energy. Are you comfortable with your

body? Are you comfortable with your womb? Are you
comfortable allowing the masculine energy to enter you
fully? how does the masculine make you feel? relaxed?

nervous? That is the meditation of the divine flow of sex.



When the woman is on top, she is fully exposed,
seen for her fullness. She is seen for her light and
dark, her full spectrum, faces, movement, power.

This is a position that was also  believed in the
temple to be one to reveal if the man you chose is
right for you. If you can be in your full expression
of feminine power and he still wants to worship
you- that shows you he is a man who can handle
all your light as well as your shadow and can hold

you. This is a man worthy of your worshiping
him. But- you, the feminine,  must be fully

exposed. As the woman on top, you cannot be
trying to impress or act as a perfect, sexy version

of you. You must show it all, with sight, sound and
movement.  It is an act of full surrender to your
feminine essence. Listen to your body and allow
your hips to move to the yearning of pleasure.
Use your inner muscles as well to squeeze his

penis, receiving his light and life force into you.


